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Abstract: This paper presents an innovative thermally coupled system architecture with a parallel
coolant-heated metal hydride tank (MHT) designed to satisfy the hydrogen supply requirements of
proton exchange membrane fuel cell s(PEMFCs). This design solves a problem by revolutionising
the cold start capability of PEMFCs at low temperatures. During the design process, LaNi5 was
selected as the hydrogen storage material, with thermodynamic and kinetic properties matching
the PEMFC operating conditions. Afterwards, the MHT and thermal management subsystem were
customised to integrate with the 70 kW PEMFC system to ensure optimal performance. Given the
limitations of conventional high-pressure gaseous hydrogen storage for cold starting, this paper
provides insights into the challenges faced by the PEMFC-MH system and proposes an innovative cold
start methodology that combines internal self-heating and externally assisted preheating techniques,
aiming to optimise cold start time, energy consumption, and hydrogen utilisation. The results show
that the PEMFC-MH system utilises the heat generated during hydrogen absorption by the MHT
to preheat the PEMFC stack, and the cold start time is only 101 s, which is 59.3% shorter compared
to that of the conventional method. Meanwhile, the cold start energy consumption is reduced by
62.4%, achieving a significant improvement in energy efficiency. In conclusion, this paper presents
a PEMFC-MH system design that achieves significant progress in terms of time saving, energy
consumption, and hydrogen utilisation.

Keywords: solid-state hydrogen storage; metal hydride; PEMFC; coupling system design; cold start

1. Introduction

The rapid promotion of renewable and sustainable energy has advanced the devel-
opment of hydrogen energy and fuel cell technologies [1,2]. As shown in Figure 1, the
installed capacity of fuel cells, including PEMFCs, direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs),
phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), molten carbonate fuel
cells (MCFCs), and alkaline fuel cells (AFCs), has grown rapidly in recent years, with
annual installed capacity surpassing 2500 MW. The cost of fuel cells has decreased due
to improved industrial production. As it is the power source of fuel cells, the storage f
hydrogen is currently a hot research topic. In-depth research on fuel cell and hydrogen
storage technologies will contribute to the development of new energy technologies.

Currently, hydrogen storage technologies include high-pressure gaseous hydrogen
storage, low-temperature liquid hydrogen storage, organic liquid hydrogen storage, and
solid-state hydrogen storage. Among them, solid-state hydrogen storage technology refers
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to the use of solid-state hydrogen storage materials to absorb and release hydrogen under
certain temperature and pressure conditions, with high volumetric hydrogen storage
density, low operating pressure, high safety performance, compactness, good reversible
cycling performance, reusability, etc., but the solid metal mass is heavy, and the application
scenarios have more stringent requirements.
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Metal hydrides were initially studied primarily as hydrogen storage materials, and 
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gen storage, the accompanying heat changes during hydrogenation reactions in hydrogen 
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namic properties of MH have been used in distributed energy systems for combined heat 
and power, chemical thermal storage [3], heat pumps and air conditioning [4], and MH 
compressors [5,6], and their thermal coupling with fuel cells has great potential for appli-
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During the electrochemical reaction of PEMFCs, about 40–60% of the hydrogen en-
ergy is converted into heat and is emitted into the environment, and the hydrogen storage 
metal can just take advantage of the waste heat generated during the operation to release 
hydrogen to be supplied to the PEMFC [7]. The thermally coupled system of PEMFCs and 
MH storage not only economises the cost of thermal management for individual compo-
nents but also improves the system efficiency and energy density by realising the cogen-
eration. In addition, utilising the large amount of heat released during hydrogen absorp-
tion by the MH enables a preheating process for the low-temperature cold starting of the 
fuel cell, which raises the fuel cell temperature above the freezing point and does not con-
sume any additional energy [8]. On this basis, other researchers have adopted different 
thermal coupling methods for different types of fuel cells, metallic hydrogen storage ma-
terials, and usage scenarios, which can be classified into passive and active thermal cou-
pling according to the controllability of the thermal coupling system [9]. 

Common passive thermal coupling methods include heat radiation, heat conduction, 
heat pipe coupled heat transfer, and phase change material coupled heat transfer. Tetuko 
et al. [10] developed a mathematical model of a stack, a solid-state hydrogen storage de-
vice, and a heat pipe based on the LaNi5 material, and the results showed that just 20% of 
the cooling load at the rated power of the stack is required to maintain the MH to ensure 
that the hydrogen flow rate meets the demand. Other researchers have utilised phase 
change materials to achieve thermal coupling [11], where the reaction heat of the hydro-
gen storage process is recovered by the self-driven recovery of the phase change material, 
saving the heat exchange unit and making the system lighter and more compact. Ye et al. 
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Metal hydrides were initially studied primarily as hydrogen storage materials, and in
addition to the advantages that solid metal hydrogen storage brings in terms of hydrogen
storage, the accompanying heat changes during hydrogenation reactions in hydrogen
storage alloys make them attractive for thermal engineering applications. The thermo-
dynamic properties of MH have been used in distributed energy systems for combined
heat and power, chemical thermal storage [3], heat pumps and air conditioning [4], and
MH compressors [5,6], and their thermal coupling with fuel cells has great potential
for applications.

During the electrochemical reaction of PEMFCs, about 40–60% of the hydrogen en-
ergy is converted into heat and is emitted into the environment, and the hydrogen stor-
age metal can just take advantage of the waste heat generated during the operation to
release hydrogen to be supplied to the PEMFC [7]. The thermally coupled system of
PEMFCs and MH storage not only economises the cost of thermal management for in-
dividual components but also improves the system efficiency and energy density by re-
alising the cogeneration. In addition, utilising the large amount of heat released during
hydrogen absorption by the MH enables a preheating process for the low-temperature
cold starting of the fuel cell, which raises the fuel cell temperature above the freezing
point and does not consume any additional energy [8]. On this basis, other researchers
have adopted different thermal coupling methods for different types of fuel cells, metal-
lic hydrogen storage materials, and usage scenarios, which can be classified into pas-
sive and active thermal coupling according to the controllability of the thermal coupling
system [9].

Common passive thermal coupling methods include heat radiation, heat conduction,
heat pipe coupled heat transfer, and phase change material coupled heat transfer. Tetuko
et al. [10] developed a mathematical model of a stack, a solid-state hydrogen storage device,
and a heat pipe based on the LaNi5 material, and the results showed that just 20% of the
cooling load at the rated power of the stack is required to maintain the MH to ensure that
the hydrogen flow rate meets the demand. Other researchers have utilised phase change
materials to achieve thermal coupling [11], where the reaction heat of the hydrogen storage
process is recovered by the self-driven recovery of the phase change material, saving the
heat exchange unit and making the system lighter and more compact. Ye et al. [12] proposed
a “sandwich”-type thermally coupled structure in which phase change materials and MH
materials are stacked on top of each other, and the results showed that this structure has a
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larger heat transfer area, which is more beneficial to the hydrogen absorption and release
of MH.

Common active thermal coupling methods include air mass heating and coolant
heating. For small power air-cooled fuel cells, a compact thermally coupled system using
air mass heating is the best choice [13]. Song et al. [14] achieved system thermal coupling
by transferring the heat from the waste air on the surface of the stack to the heat exchanger
of the MH hydrogen storage unit by means of a fan, which heats the circulating coolant
flowing through the MH hydrogen storage unit and the heat exchanger. Coolant heating
utilises the circulating coolant flowing through the FC bipolar plates as well as the coolant
flow channels in the MH bed to achieve heat transfer, and this thermal coupling method is
more compact and has a higher heat exchange efficiency compared to air–mass heating,
and it also reduces the workload of the radiator.

Førde et al. [15] considered the cold start process of a thermally coupled system when
the initial temperature of FC and MHT was 25 ◦C but did not consider the cold start of
the thermally coupled system in a low-temperature environment. Endo et al. [16] based
their study on an electric–hydrogen–electric system consisting of a battery, electrolyser,
fuel cell, and MHT. Through the battery power supply, the electrolysis tank electrolysis
water generates the hydrogen gas to be transferred to the MHT, and the waste heat of the
electrolysis tank and the heat generated by MH hydrogen absorption are used to heat up
the MHT together. The whole system can achieve low-temperature cold starting without
an external heat source. Similarly, Borzenko et al. [17] preheated the MHT by circulating
water and hot air, which brought the equilibrium pressure of the MH up to the FC demand
pressure and ensured a proper supply of hydrogen for the low-temperature cold start
of the thermally coupled system. Although the method of preheating the MHT enables
a cold start at low temperatures, this method has significant limitations and requires
an external heat source to heat the MHT, increasing the cost and space occupation of
the system.

Although the thermal coupling between metal hydrogen storage and fuel cells can
effectively utilise the MH hydrogen absorption as well as the waste heat generated during
the operation in a supplementary way, it also puts forward greater requirements on the
structure of the thermal management system and the control method of the system. In this
paper, for PEMFCs, the design of a thermally coupled system with a parallel coolant-heated
MHT is proposed based on the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of MH and the
degree of matching with the operating conditions of PEMFCs. Parameters of the MHT
and cooling system are designed based on the matched design of a 70 kW PEMFC system,
and the heat balance of the thermally coupled system is analysed mechanistically. The
limitations of the PEMFC-MH system with respect to its low-temperature start-up ability are
analysed by comparing it with high-pressure gaseous hydrogen storage. A low-temperature
cold start method combining internal self-heating and the external auxiliary preheating of
the PEMFC is proposed, and a controller is designed according to the performance indexes
of cold start time, energy consumption, and hydrogen consumption.

2. PEMFC-MH System Matching Design
2.1. Solid Metal Hydrogen Storage Material Selection

When choosing a solid metal for the hydrogen storage method for the PEMFC hy-
drogen subsystem, it is important to consider that the PEMFC is characterised by low
operating temperatures and fast start-up. The hydrogen absorption/release performance
of the hydrogen storage material will directly affect the output power of the PEMFC,
so it is necessary to select a suitable solid-state hydrogen storage material based on the
thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the metal hydride and the operating conditions.

The thermodynamic properties of metal hydrogen storage materials are the relation-
ship between the temperature and pressure at which the metal material is exposed and the
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concentration of hydrogen contained in the metal material, i.e., the Pressure, Concentration,
and Temperature (PCT) curve. Hydrogen absorption and release in metal hydrogen storage
materials depends on the temperature and pressure of the metal hydride, as well as the
concentration of the hydrogen contained. Hydrogen absorption and release is a reversible
process, and the equilibrium state in this reversible reaction process can be expressed by
the Van ’t Hoff equation:

ln Peq = −∆S
R

+
∆H
RT

, (1)

where Peq denotes the balancing pressure of the MH, bar; ∆S denotes the entropy changes
in reversible reactions, J/(mol·K); ∆H denotes the enthalpy changes in reversible reactions,
J/mol; R denotes the gas constant; and T denotes the temperature of the MH.

The ability of the selected hydrogen storage material to be properly integrated with
the fuel cell also requires the consideration of whether the reaction enthalpy change and
the operating conditions of the metal hydrogen storage material are compatible with the
operating conditions of the fuel cell, as described below.

(1) Requirements for reaction enthalpy changes
Metal materials need to absorb a certain amount of heat when releasing hydrogen, and

the heat absorbed is the enthalpy change of the hydrogen release reaction. If additional heat
exchange devices are not considered and only the waste heat from the stack is used to heat
the hydrogen storage device, the heat that needs to be absorbed by the MH to discharge the
hydrogen needs to be lower than the heat loss from the stack, as in Equation (2); otherwise,
additional heating devices need to be added.

|∆H| ≤ Qloss = HHV(1 − η), (2)

where Qloss denotes the heat generated by fuel cells, HHV denotes the high thermal value
of hydrogen, and η denotes the efficiency of the PEMFC.

(2) Requirements for working conditions
The ideal hydrogen storage material has a hydrogen absorption/release temperature

near the operating temperature of the fuel cell so that it can work efficiently when coupled
with the fuel cell system. For the PEMFC system, the maximum operating temperature
of the MH material is 80 ◦C, and the balance pressure at this operating temperature must
be higher than the maximum hydrogen supply pressure required for the stack [18], so the
operating temperature of the MH material must be satisfied:

Top ≥ ∆H
∆S + R·lnPsupply

, (3)

where Top denotes the operating temperature of the MH material; Psupply denotes the
hydrogen pressure for the stack requirements. In addition, when hydrogen storage devices
supply hydrogen to power reactors, they need to meet the hydrogen flow rate required
for the operation of power reactors under different operating conditions. Therefore, it
is necessary that the hydrogen release flow rate of the hydrogen storage material at the
operating temperature can satisfy the maximum demand flow rate of the stack.

Based on the thermodynamic properties of MH, LaNi5 exhibits the ability to release
hydrogen at 20 ◦C. During the hydrogen release process of LaNi5, minimal heat input
is required to sustain a consistent hydrogen release rate from the solid-state hydrogen
storage device. Furthermore, the low working pressure of LaNi5 hydrogen storage alloys,
typically under 10 bar, ensures easy sealing and superior safety, thus motivating the
selection of LaNi5 as the focus of this study. Table 1 shows the key performance parameters
of LaNi5.
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Table 1. Material property parameters of LaNi5.

Parameter Value Unit

Maximum mass hydrogen storage capacity 1.3 wt %
Density of unabsorbed hydrogen 7259 kg/m3

Density of saturated absorbed hydrogen 7164 kg/m3

Molar mass 0.43 kg/mol
Specific heat capacity 0.970 kJ/(kg·K)

Heat conductivity 3.18 W/(m·K)
Permeability 10−8 m2

Porosity 0.63 -
Hydrogen absorption rate constant 59.187 1/s

Hydrogen release rate constant 9.57 1/s
Hydrogen absorption activation energy 21,170 J/mol

Hydrogen release activation energy 16,420 J/mol
Reaction enthalpy 30,100 J/mol
Reaction entropy 108 J/(mol·K)

2.2. Design of the PEMFC-MH Coupling System

The thermal management subsystem of the solid-state hydrogen storage device pro-
vides effective thermal management to maintain the temperature inside the device at a
beneficial level to ensure that the MH material has the desired rate of hydrogen absorp-
tion/release. The thermal coupling methods for solid-state hydrogen storage devices and
fuel cells during hydrogen discharge can be divided into two categories: active thermal
coupling and passive thermal coupling. Although passive thermal coupling does not
generate additional parasitic power, it has high requirements for the design of the system
structure, and the heat exchange efficiency is generally low compared to that of active
thermal coupling, and for most mobile applications, the active thermal coupling method
has obvious advantages. System structures with active thermal coupling are shown in
Figure 2, including a series structure (Figure 2a,b) and a parallel structure (Figure 2c,d),
where the thermal coupling in the structure of Figure 2b is the air–mass heat transfer, and
the others are the coolant heat transfer.
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For the heat dissipation of the hydrogen absorption process, for some stationary
applications, the solid-state hydrogen storage device cannot use an external coolant for
heat dissipation. Therefore, the thermal management subsystem also needs to satisfy the
heat dissipation requirements of the MH hydrogen absorption process. The solid-state
hydrogen storage device and fuel cell in the cooling circuit in the series structure shown in
Figure 2a may lead to a deviation in the fuel cell’s temperature from the optimal operating
temperature point and reduce the fuel cell’s efficiency [19]. In order to not change the
existing fuel cell thermal management subsystem too much, the thermally coupled structure
of Figure 2c is adopted, and the whole PEMFC-MH system structure is shown in Figure 3.
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3. Modelling and Simulation of Solid-State Hydrogen Storage Device

The solid-state hydrogen storage unit consists of a bed in which the MH material is
placed and heat exchange pipes, and its internal structure is shown in Figure 4.

Due to the porosity of the MH and the space reserved for the expansion of the MH
during design, gaseous hydrogen will be present in the hydrogen storage device, and the
hydrogen storage bed can be viewed as a homogeneous mixture of the solid porous phase
and the gaseous phase.

In this paper, the heat and mass transfer process inside the device is simplified by
making the following assumptions [20]:

1. The gas phase follows the ideal gas law;
2. The MH bed is considered to be homogeneous, and the porous medium is homogeneous;
3. Neglecting the thermal radiation between the metal powders and the thermal

convection between the metal powders and the hydrogen, the solid and gas phases in the
tank can rapidly reach local thermal balance;
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4. During the reaction, the volumes of the gas and solid phases are constant, and the
physical properties of the MH bed are constant;

5. The modelled lumped parameters ignore temperature and pressure gradients inside
the vessel, and the temperature and pressure inside the unit are uniform.
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The model of the solid-state hydrogen storage device in this paper is used to describe
the heat and mass transfer process inside the device when hydrogen is absorbed or dis-
charged from the hydrogen storage device, which specifically includes the conservation
of mass, conservation of energy, reaction dynamic equations for hydrogen absorption or
discharging, thermodynamic balance pressure equations, equations for the state of the ideal
gases inside the device, and some auxiliary equations.

(1) Conservation of mass
The mass of solid material present inside a hydrogen storage device at a given moment

during its operation consists of two components: the mass of the hydrogen storage alloy
LaNi5 mM and the mass of the metal hydride LaNi5H6 mMH:

ms = mMH + mM (4)

As the hydrogen absorption proceeds, the mass of LaNi5H6 gradually increases until
the mass of LaNi5 is zero and the absorption is saturated, at which time the solid material
mass is msat

s . The hydrogen release process is reversed; when all the hydrogen is released
from the material, the mass is memp

s . The hydrogen concentration contained in the hydrogen
storage material is defined as the SOC of the solid-state hydrogen storage device, which
can be expressed as:

SOC% =
mMH

msat
s

(5)

The variation in the mass of hydrogen and MH in the MHT during hydrogen absorp-
tion is expressed as: 

dmH2
dt =

.
mH2

in − .
mH2

a
dmMH

dt =
.

mMH
a

dms
dt =

.
mH2

a

(6)

The variation in the mass of hydrogen and MH in the MHT during hydrogen release
is expressed as: 

dmH2
dt = − .

mH2
out +

.
mH2

d
dmMH

dt =
.

mMH
d

dms
dt = − .

mH2
d

(7)

where
.

mH2
in and

.
mH2

out represent the hydrogen mass flow rate into and out of the MHT,
respectively;

.
mH2

a and
.

mH2
d represent the hydrogen mass flow rate absorbed and released

by MH, respectively; and
.

mMH
a and

.
mMH

d represent the mass change for the MH during
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hydrogen absorption and release, respectively. The change in the mass of hydrogen and
MH inside the MHT is expressed as follows:

.
mH2

a,d =
.

mMH
a,d ·

MH2 SC
MMH

(8)

where MH2 and MMH represent the molar masses of hydrogen and MH, respectively; SC is
the stoichiometric coefficient, which denotes the molar amount of hydrogen contained per
molar of MH and is taken here as 2.76.

(2) Reaction dynamics
The parameters affecting the reaction rate of the hydrogen storage material with

hydrogen include the pressure, temperature, and SOC value inside the device [21–23]. For
the reaction dynamics of LaNi5, the following model is fitted experimentally [24]:

.
mMH

a = Ca·e−
Ea
RT ·ln

(
Pg

Peq,a

)
·(msat

s − mMH) , Pg > Peq,a
.

mMH
d = Cd·e−

Ed
RT · Pg−Peq,d

Peq,d
·mMH , Pg < Peq,d

.
mMH

a,d = 0 , Peq,d < Pg < Peq,a

(9)

where Ca and Cd denote hydrogen absorption and release reaction constants, respectively;
Pg denotes the pressure in the device; and Peq,a and Peq,d represent the balance pressure
during hydrogen absorption and hydrogen release, respectively.

(3) Thermodynamic balance
In this paper, a constant slope term is added to approximate the real material behaviour

based on the Van ’t Hoff equation to describe the balance pressure in the hydrogenation
reaction [25]:  Peq,a = P0 exp

[
∆Ha
RT − ∆Sa

R + sl
(

mMH
msat

s
− 0.5

)]
Peq,d = P0 exp

[
−∆Hd

RT + ∆Sd
R + sl

(
mMH
msat

s
− 0.5

)] (10)

where P0 denotes the reference pressure, 0.1 Mpa; ∆Ha and ∆Hd represent the enthalpy
variations for the hydrogen absorption and release reactions, respectively; ∆Sa and ∆Sd
represent the entropy variations for the hydrogen absorption and release reactions, respec-
tively; and sl denotes the slope of the platform.

(4) Conservation of energy
The energy variations can be obtained based on the heat balance analysis of the MHT:{ .

QMHT,a =
.

QH2,in +
.

Qreact,a +
.

Qcool,in −
.

Qcool,out −
.

Qexc.
QMHT,d = −

.
QH2out +

.
Qreact,d +

.
Qcool,in −

.
Qcool,out −

.
Qexc

(11)

where
.

QMHT,a and
.

QMHT,d represent the energy variations during hydrogen absorption

and release, respectively;
.

Qreact,a and
.

Qreact,d represent energy variations for the hydrogen

absorption and release reactions, respectively;
.

Qcool,in and
.

Qcool,out represent the energy

variations into and out of the MHT, respectively; and
.

Qexc represents the heat exchange
between the MHT and the outside.

Due to the different thermodynamic properties of different solid-state hydrogen stor-
age materials and also due to the different heat exchange structures of the hydrogen storage
beds within the device, the heat exchange properties with the outside are different. In this
paper, the integrated heat transfer coefficient UMH is used to express the heat exchange per-
formance in MHT [14], and the heat power transferred per unit area between the hydrogen
storage device and the coolant can be expressed as [20,26–28]:

dQW = UMH(Tcool,in − TMH)dAMH = − .
mcoolCpcooldTcool (12)
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where TMH and Tcool,in denote the inlet coolant temperature and internal temperature of the
MHT, respectively; AMH denotes the area of heat exchange between the hydrogen storage
bed and the coolant;

.
mcool represents the coolant flow rate; Cpcool represents the specific

heat capacity of the coolant; and Tcool represents the coolant temperature.
(5) Auxiliary equations
The gas pressure in the hydrogen storage unit can be calculated from the ideal gas

state space equation:

PgVg =
mH2

MH2

RgT (13)

The mass hydrogen storage capacity of metallic hydrogen storage materials can be
calculated from the SOC:

wt% = SOC·
MH2 SC
MMH

(14)

During system operation, the solid-state hydrogen storage unit supplies hydrogen to
the buffer tank, which, in turn, supplies hydrogen to the fuel cell through a proportional
valve, and the mass of hydrogen in the buffer tank changes as follows:

dmH2
Bt

dt
=

.
mH2

MHT,out −
.

mH2
Bt,out +

.
mH2

Bt,in (15)

where
.

mH2
Bt,in and

.
mH2

Bt,out represent the inlet and outlet hydrogen mass flow rates of the
buffer tank, respectively.

Assuming that the temperature and pressure inside the buffer tank are uniform and
that the outlet temperature is equal to the temperature inside the buffer tank, the process is
as follows:

mH2
Bt CpH2

dTBt

dt
=

.
Q

H2
Bt,in −

.
Q

H2
Bt,out −

.
Qexc (16)

where
.

Q
H2
Bt,in and

.
Q

H2
Bt,out represent the energy flowing into and out of the buffer tank

hydrogen, respectively
With reference to the experimental test data of Laurencelle [25], the parameters of the

MHT model, established based on the relevant parameters of the experimental MH reactor
as well as the operating condition settings, are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. MHT model parameters.

Parameters Value Unit

Heat exchange area 5.0 × 10−4 m2

Volume 4.4 × 10−7 m3

Heat exchange coefficient 80 W/(m2·K)
Saturated MH mass 1 g

Hydrogen charging pressure 6 bar
Hydrogen discharge pressure 0.068 bar

Hydrogen charging temperature 290 K
Hydrogen-absorbing water temperature 296 K
Hydrogen-releasing water temperature 296 K

MH stoichiometric coefficient 2.76 -
MH platform slope 0.13 -
Reference pressure 1 bar

Initial SOC of hydrogen release 100 %
Initial SOC for hydrogen absorption 0 %

Figure 5a shows the variation process of the hydrogen storage content of the alloy and
the average temperature inside the hydrogen storage device during the process of MH from
unabsorbed hydrogen being saturated into absorbed hydrogen, from which it can be seen
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that the rate of hydrogen absorption and release of MH in the initial stage is relatively fast,
and then it gradually tends to slow down, meaning that it can be seen that the results of the
model simulation in this paper match the experimental test data of Laurencelle to a high
degree. The maximum percentage of hydrogen mass is 1.28%. The average temperature
calculated for the lumped parameter model is shown in Figure 5b; in the initial stage, due
to the fast rate of hydrogen uptake and release and the fast rate of reaction heat production
and heat absorption, a more drastic change in temperature occurs, followed by a gradual
convergence to the ambient temperature, and the minimum temperature is 272.9 K, which
matches well with that obtained by Laurencelle through numerical calculations.
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4. Cold Start Control Strategy for PEMFC-MH Coupling System

When the temperature of the fuel cell drops below the freezing temperature, the
water produced by the fuel cell reaction freezes and prevents the reaction from proceeding
properly. If the ice covers the catalytic layer before the cell temperature rises to freezing,
the electrochemical reaction stops. In addition, icing-induced stresses can cause severe
structural damage to the membrane electrodes, reducing the performance and lifetime
of the fuel cell. In order to solve the problem of insufficient hydrogen pressure in the
solid-state hydrogen storage device during the start-up phase of the PEMFC-MH system in
low-temperature environments, this paper proposes two methods, the internal heating of
the fuel cell and external auxiliary preheating, to realise the low-temperature fast cold start
of the PEMFC-MH system.

4.1. Design of the Cold Start Controller

The actuators in the preheating stage mainly include an air compressor, a circulating
water pump, and a radiator. According to the technical requirements proposed by DOE [29],
the start-up time and start-up energy consumption are the main performance indexes of
cold start-up, and it is necessary to reasonably design the controller to make the system
have a lower cold start-up time and low start-up energy consumption. In addition, since
the PEMFC-MH system requires an external hydrogen source during the cold start phase,
the cold start hydrogen consumption is also an important indicator of the cold start process
of the system.

(1) Valve opening control
During the cold start-up period, in order to increase the temperature of the incoming

air and to reduce the humidity of the incoming air, the bypass valve of the intercooler is
usually closed to reduce the cooling of the incoming air. In order to utilise the heat released
from the MHT hydrogen absorption reaction during cold start-up, the MHT bypass valve
is opened, and the MHT is connected in series throughout the thermal management
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subsystem. Opening the coolant mini-circulation loop rapidly increases the circulating
coolant temperature and reduces the cold start time.

(2) Air compressor speed and pressure ratio control
The preheating time under different air compressor speeds and pressure ratios was

plotted using a thermodynamic diagram, as shown in Figure 6 (colourful zone). The
speed and pressure ratio of the air compressor determine the flow rate and tempera-
ture of the preheated air, and it can be seen from Figure 6 that the preheating time de-
creases significantly with the increase in the speed and pressure ratio of the air compres-
sor, and the increase in the speed has a more significant effect on the reduction in the
preheating time.
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In order to study the energy consumption for air preheating, the air preheating effi-
ciency is defined as follows:

ηAirHeat =
WFC,Air

Wcomp
× 100% (17)

where WFC,Air denotes the heat absorbed by the stack when the air is preheated alone;
Wcomp denotes the energy consumption of the air compressor to compress the gas. The
total heat required to preheat the stack from −20 ◦C to 5 ◦C can be calculated by the
following equation:

WFC,totle = mstCpst∆T (18)

where mst denotes the mass of the stack; Cpst denotes the specific heat capacity of the stack.
Due to the material of the stack, the specific heat capacity of the stack increases slightly
with the temperature of the stack. It is calculated that the total heat to be absorbed by the
stack to preheat from −20 ◦C to 5 ◦C is 1640 kJ.

Since the total heat required in the preheating stage of the electric stack is certain, the
higher the preheating efficiency, the lower the energy consumption of the air compressor in
the preheating stage, and the air preheating efficiencies at different air compressor pressure
ratios and speeds plotted using a thermodynamic diagram are shown in Figure 7. With
the increase in air compressor speed and pressure ratio, the preheating efficiency also
increases, and increasing the pressure ratio of the air compressor can significantly improve
the preheating efficiency. Considering the preheating time and preheating efficiency,
the air compressor speed is set to 6000 rpm and the pressure ratio to 2 during the cold
start preheating.
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(3) MHT preheat control
The source of hydrogen supply in the preheating stage is a gaseous hydrogen cylinder,

a pressure-reducing valve is opened to maintain a constant pressure in the buffer tank, and
the hydrogen in the buffer tank flows to the MHT for MH hydrogen absorption and the
preheating of the circulating coolant. The preheating power of the MH to the coolant is
related to the ambient temperature, coolant flow rate, and hydrogen supply pressure, and
the preheating power can be calculated by the following equation [4]:

.
Qpreheat =

.
mcoolCpcool(TMHT,in − TMHT,out) (19)

The effect of different pump openings on the MH preheating power is shown in
Figure 8. The higher the flow rate of coolant flowing through the MHT, the higher the
preheating power of the MHT on the heat transfer fluid, and the preheating power growth
slows down as the flow rate increases. As the pump opening increased, the preheating
completion times are 108 s, 108 s, 122 s, 138 s and 154 s, respectively.
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Figure 8. Effect of water pump opening on preheating power.

The effect of water pump opening on the preheating efficiency of the MHT is shown
in Figure 9. The water pump speed is inversely proportional to the preheating efficiency
of the MHT on the stack, mainly because the contact time between the coolant and the
stack becomes shorter, resulting in less being heat absorbed by the stack per unit time. The
higher the water pump speed, the higher the preheating power of the MHT to the coolant,
and the preheating time appears to be extremely small at a water pump opening of 0.15.
At water pump openings greater than 0.15, although the preheating power of the MHT is
greater at higher coolant flow rates, the lower preheating efficiency results in longer overall
preheating times.
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Figure 9. Effect of water pump opening on preheating efficiency.

In the preheating period, the pressure of the buffer tank is the hydrogen charging
pressure of the MHT, and the preheating power at different buffer tank pressures when the
initial SOC of the MHT is 10% is shown in Figure 10. As the buffer tank pressure increases,
the preheating power increases and the preheating time decreases so that the hydrogen
charging pressure of the MHT is increased as much as possible during the preheating
period. In order to ensure that the pressure in the buffer tank at the end of the cold start
to normal operation of the system does not fluctuate greatly during the excessive period,
the buffer tank’s desired pressure during the cold start phase is set to be 4 bar, which is
the same as the working pressure of the system for normal operation. As the pressure
decreases, the preheating completion times are 66 s, 72 s, 82 s, 103 s, and 177 s, respectively.
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The initial SOC has a great influence on the MHT preheating power, and it is known
from the hydrogen absorption dynamics that the SOC has a higher rate of hydrogen
absorption in the lower operating range, and therefore, the absorption of hydrogen releases
a higher amount of heat. The preheating power for different SOCs when the water pump
opening is 0.1 and the buffer tank pressure is controlled at 4 bar through a pressure-reducing
valve is shown in Figure 11. From this figure, it can be seen that the lower the initial SOC
of the cold start MHT, the higher the peak power of the MHT preheating and the shorter
the preheating time required. When the SOC is 90%, the lack of preheating power leads to
the inability to complete the preheating of the electric reactor by MHT preheating alone,
so the hydrogen stored in the MH should be consumed as much as possible before the
shutdown of the PEMFC-MH system so as to avoid the over-reliance on heater heating
and compressed air preheating in the preheating period and to reduce the cold start energy
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consumption. As the SOC increases from 10% to 70%, the preheating completion times are
103 s, 108 s, 119 s, and 155 s, respectively.
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(4) Stack load control
The thermal efficiency of the fuel cell is high when outputting high power, and the fuel

cell is required to provide high power at the beginning of the start-up period; therefore, the
stack pulls a large load current directly after preheating to reach the start-up temperature.
Considering that the air compressor is already at a high RPM during the preheating period,
the load current can be pulled quickly. In this paper, the maximum current of the stack is
300 A. Considering the poor power output performance of the stack at low temperatures, a
ramp-up current of 5 A/s is pulled during the cold start period. During fuel cell start-up,
the air compressor reaches normal operating mode until the output power of the stack
reaches 50% of the rated power and the cold start of the system is completed.

The actuator parameters for the cold start external preheating phase and the internal
self-heating phase of the stack are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Cold start parameters.

Actuator Parameters Preheating Self-Heating

Stack current/A 0 0–300
Thermostat opening/% 0 0

Air compressor/rpm 6000 LUT
(

Ireq
)

Air compressor pressure ratio 2 LUT
(

Ireq
)

Radiator power/kW 10 10
Pump opening/% 10 10

Pressure-reducing valve/bar 4 4

4.2. Analysis of PEMFC-MH System Cold Start Results

The heat sources for the preheating process include air compression preheating, ra-
diator heating, and MHT hydrogen absorption preheating. The preheating power output
of different preheating sources during preheating is shown in Figure 12. From the figure,
it can be seen that the preheating power of MHT at a lower initial SOC is significantly
higher than the preheating power of the heater and air compressor, which are the main
heat sources in the preheating period. Due to the constant operating parameters of the
radiator as well as the air compressor during the preheating period, the preheating power
output from the heater and the air compressor is constant at 9 kW and 5.7 kW, while the
MHT reaches a maximum peak preheating power of 39 kW at an initial SOC of 10% and a
hydrogen charging pressure of 4 bar. During the cold start period, the preheating of the
stack by the radiator and the MHT uses thermal convection, while the preheating of the
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stack by air is a heat exchange between the air and the stack. There is some heat loss with
different preheating methods, and the overall preheating time is 75 s.
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In order to investigate the effect of the initial SOC on the preheating process, this paper
analyses the percentage of heat provided by different heat sources for the preheating of
the stack during preheating. As shown in Figure 13, the lower the initial SOC, the more
heat is released by the MHT to absorb hydrogen, with the highest percentage being 65%
of the total preheat. When the temperature is lower than 20 ◦C, the balance pressure of
the MH is significantly lower than the hydrogen charging pressure of 4 bar; therefore,
the rate of hydrogen absorption and the amount of heat released by the MH are high in
the lower SOC range. As the SOC rises, limited by the hydrogen absorption dynamics,
the hydrogen absorption rate of MH decreases significantly, and the amount of preheat
provided gradually decreases. When the initial SOC of the MH is 100%, the MH is saturated
and cannot absorb hydrogen; at this time, the MHT cannot provide preheat and even
absorbs heat from the coolant, which leads to an increase in the preheating time. When
the heat source of the preheating process is only air compression preheating and heater
heating, the overall preheating time reaches 222 s, while the preheating time after adding
the MHT is as low as 75 s, which reduces the preheating time by 66.2%.
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The heat sources in the self-heating process include the hot air compressed by the air
compressor, the radiator, the heat released from the hydrogen absorption of the MHT, and
the waste heat generated during the operation of the electric stack. The preheating power
of different heat sources throughout the cold start phase is shown in Figure 14, with the
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preheating stage before 76 s and the self-heating stage after 76 s. After the preheating, the
air compressor is switched on to the normal operating mode, which results in it providing
less thermal power in the self-heating phase due to the smaller pressure ratio and rotational
speed and even cools down the stack as the temperature of the stack rises. The heat
generated by the fuel cell gradually increases as the load current increases, but as the
temperature rises, the efficiency of the stack increases and the thermal power of the stack
decreases. The heating power of the MHT in the self-heating is significantly reduced
compared with that in the preheating because the increase in temperature and SOC in the
MHT leads to a decrease in the hydrogen absorption rate. When the rate of heat production
from hydrogen absorption is lower than the rate of temperature increase for the circulating
coolant, the coolant in turn heats the MHT. As shown in Figure 14, the heating power of
the MHT at 127 s is 0, and the MHT becomes a burden in self-heating, and at this time, the
bypass valve can be closed to reduce the cold start time.
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The temperature and output power variation for the stack during the cold start stage
are shown in Figure 15, from which it can be seen that the temperature of the stack in the
preheating period is significantly lower than that of the self-starting, and the stack is heated
from a temperature of −20 ◦C to an operating temperature of 65 ◦C in a total of 145 s, and
the end of the cold start only takes 101 s.
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The percentage of heat provided by MHTs at different SOCs during cold start is shown
in Figure 16. The preheating is longer compared to the self-heating, and there is a lower
output power for the fuel cell at the beginning of the start-up; the proportion of heat
generated by the self-heating of the fuel cell is only about 20%. When the initial SOC of the
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MHT is low, the proportion of heat provided by the MHT is about 55%, which means it is
the main heat source in the cold start stage.
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The system energy consumption during the cold start includes the air compressor,
water pump, and radiator, and the system hydrogen consumption includes the hydrogen
absorbed by the MHT and the hydrogen consumed by the self-starting of the stack. A
comparison of the cold start performance of the PEMFC-MH system with and without
MHT heating when the initial SOC of the MH is 0 is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of cold start performance with and without MHT heating.

Indicator MHT Heating Without MHT

System startup time/s 101.3 249.0
System energy consumption/kJ 1671.7 4446.7

System hydrogen consumption/g 289.8 22.8
Power output/kJ 471.7 491.0

MHT generates a large amount of heat when absorbing hydrogen and does not require
additional energy consumption. The reasonable use of this part of the heat can effectively
reduce the cold start time and energy consumption of the PEMFC-MH system; compared
with the normal cold start, the use of MHT heating can reduce the cold start time by 59.3%
and the parasitic energy consumption by 62.4%.

It is worth noting that the use of MHT heating will increase the cold start hydrogen
consumption of the system, although this part of the hydrogen consumption can be re-
supplied to the fuel cell through the heat-coupled system without wasting hydrogen, but it
still has a high requirement for the external hydrogen source. The PEMFC-MH system in
this paper is designed to ensure the hydrogen charging pressure of the MHT by adding
external gaseous hydrogen tanks during the cold start. Since the pressure in the buffer tank
is always kept at a low pressure of 4 bar during the cold start and normal operation, if the
buffer tank is designed to be large enough to hold enough hydrogen to last until the end
of the cold start, the buffer tank alone is sufficient for charging the MHT and supplying
hydrogen to the fuel cell without the need for an additional gaseous hydrogen tank.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, to target the problem of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell generating
a large amount of waste heat during operation and requiring a heat source to preheat the
warm-up during the low-temperature cold start period, we discussed how the cogeneration
and waste heat storage of the fuel cell are realised through the thermal coupling between
the solid-state hydrogen storage device and the fuel cell. Due to the high coupling and
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nonlinearity of the whole system, this puts higher requirements on the design and control
methods of the PEMFC-MH thermally coupled system. The work completed is as follows:

(1) Considering the compatibility with the PEMFC operating conditions, LaNi5 was
selected as the hydrogen storage material for the PEMFC-MH system. After comparing
and analysing the advantages and disadvantages of different thermal coupling structures
for solid-state hydrogen storage and fuel cells, an innovative thermal coupling system
structure with a parallel coolant-heated MHT was designed, which can realise the switching
of the MHT’s working modes of hydrogen suction and discharge through the reversing
valve, and a matching design for the MHT was made for the 70 kW PEMFC system.

(2) A low-temperature cold start method for PEMFCs was proposed, and the cold
start controller for the PEMFC-MH system was designed using the cold start time, energy
consumption, and hydrogen consumption as the cold start performance indicators. The
results show that under this cold start strategy, the lower the initial SOC of the MHT, the
more favourable the cold start of the PEMFC-MH system is, and the PEMFC-MH system
can complete the cold start in 101 s at the earliest, and the introduction of MHT heating
reduces the cold start time by up to 59.3% and reduces the cold start energy consumption
by up to 62.4%.
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